
ELECTRONIC CONNECTION RISK FOR SMALL BUSINESS

When small businesses go electronic the main focus is not cyber security. One reason why is due to the income level of
the business. Most small businesses are .

Your employees should connect the computer directly to the router using a standard Ethernet cable. What it is:
Software that collects personal information about you without you knowing. There are tailored products that
can cover particular needs of SMB and Enterprise-level companies in terms of functionality, pre-configured
protection or advanced security settings. Access should only extend to the applications, information and
services that are required for work to be performed. A security policy is a document that states what personnel
may or may not do with respect to cyber security. Your business may also need a firewall to help block
connection to malicious websites and to stop some forms of malware before they are downloaded or brought
in with emails. The homepage you set on your web browser is different note that this could be caused by
Adware that has been installed on your computer. Backing up data will help ensure that your business is able
to recover quickly and completely when a system crash, data corruption or other setback occurs. Contact the
Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre and ask for advice or file a report. It's likely that your business relies on
electronic point-of-sale POS systems for processing financial transactions. Think before you post! If an
unencrypted Wi-Fi connection must be used, business documents and emails should not be transmitted unless
a business VPN is used. You'll also learn what to do after an attack, and how to report one to the proper
authorities to recoup any losses and bring attackers to justice. A standard is a document that explains how a
specific task should be done. Special characters e. When there is time, at least once a year, also do a complete
system restoration to a "test" computer e. In many cases, policies are written in such a difficult way that they
simply cannot be effectively absorbed by employees. Privacy policy In addition to the way privacy laws apply
in the offline world, there are some things to think about when dealing with the Internet and e-business.
HTTPS will encrypt all emails you send and receive, which will help to maintain message confidentiality.
Record usernames, passwords and other personal information. The right balance should be struck between
policy and engagement, in order to help prevent staff carelessness, or dangers due to uninformed staff. It is
only through educating staff about the importance of working safely, that businesses can help to mitigate the
risk of this particular attack vector, and safeguard what is most important to them â€” their data. Assign at
least one person to be responsible for your business's cyber security, and make sure to give them clear
instructions on what you expect from them. It is strongly recommended that you implement two-factor
authentication in your business, especially with respect to the protection of critical systems and information.
After all, while employees can pose a risk to companies as seen in our findings thus far , they also have an
important role to play in helping protect the companies they work for. Do not use the default user name and
password for your POS system which will have been shipped with it. This person would be responsible for the
following: Learning about threats, trends and security options. Strong encryption during the movement of data
and while information is stored. Explain to your employees that strong passwords are important to the security
of the business, and that they should do the following to protect their password: Keep their passwords
confidential. Planning, acquiring and implementing security safeguards. This is especially important if you
think that your business has been compromised. Password protect access to the router. An example of
confidential information is intellectual property owned by the business or sensitive client data. These tactics
are popular because they work. A passphrase is a whole sequence of words. Good employee habits are also
essential. Column D: Describe enhanced measures to ascertain the identity of high-risk clients or to confirm
the existence of a high-risk entity You need to describe how identification was ascertained or how the
existence of an entity was confirmed for each high-risk business relationship and high-risk client. When
disposing of your data, thoroughly destroy it â€” shred all paper and CDs â€” so that no information could
potentially be gathered and used to harm you. Convince you to disclose confidential personal or business
information such as passwords. A cyber security plan will identify what assets need to be secured, what threats
and risks to focus on, and which safeguards to implement â€” all in order of priority. When using or sharing
classified information, limiting access to those who are authorized. Talk to your legal counsel to understand
what liabilities you may face if client information was lost or stolen while hosted in the cloud, and look
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closely at agreements with cloud service providers on who owns products and bears responsibility for the data.
Protect your website from intrusion and disruption.


